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	Cookie notification

	We are required to inform you about and request your permission for the use of cookies on our website.
               
	Through cookies we and third parties can provide information about your visit and interests. With this, cookies contribute to a pleasant website experience. Furthermore, cookies from third parties ensure that you can share articles via social media and that you can watch videos on our website.

	To fully use the website you have to accept certain cookies.
More information about the use of cookies on our site can be found in our extensive privacy policy.
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			Functional cookies provide the basic functionality of the page such as navigation and access to secure components. The website can not function without these cookies

				Name	Provider	Purpose	Expire	type
	PHPSESSID		Connection with the website	Session	http
	_ga		Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.	2 years	http
	_gat		Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate	Session	http
	_gid		Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.	Session	http
	mcb-consent

						mcb-marketing

						mcb-statistics
		Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current domain	1 Year	http
	language		Showing the correct language to the user	1 month	http


		

		
			Tracking cookies help website owners understand how their visitors collect the website user through anonymous data.

				Name	Provider	Purpose	Expire	type
	Hotjar	hotjar.com	With Hotjar cookies, we anonymously record the behavior of visitors to our website, such as mouse movements, scrolling and clicks.	Vary(max 2 years)	http


		

		
			Marketing cookies are used to track users through multiple sites. This allows the interests of a user to be used for showing relevant advertisements. These cookies are of value to third parties

				Name	Provider	Purpose	Expire	type
	vuid	vimeo.com	Not classified	8 years	http
	GPS	youtube.com	Not classified	Session	http
	PREF	youtube.com	Not classified	8 years	http
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	youtube.com	Not classified	179 days	http
	YSC	youtube.com	Not classified	Session	http


		
	
		
			Unforeseen cookies

			Because of the way in which the internet and websites work, it may be that we do not always have insight into the cookies that third parties place via our website. This is especially the case if our web pages contain such embedded elements; these are texts, documents, pictures or films that are stored with another party, but which are shown on, in or via our website.


			Should you encounter cookies on this website that fall into this category and that we have not mentioned above, please let us know. Or contact the third party directly and ask which cookies they put, what the reason is, what the lifespan of the cookie is and how they have guaranteed your privacy.

		

	






